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About us.

METARACERX
Blockchain games are fantastic, but the entire ecosystem is now centered on "play-toearn" and "The Metaverse." The Metaverse is a virtual world where users can exchange
digital items, information, or value. It's all about bringing together virtual communities.
The Metaverse is based on a concept of a 3D universe that combines various virtual spaces. Consider it a future iteration of the
internet. Thanks to the Metaverse, users will now have the ability to collaborate, host meetings, play games, and socialize in these new
3D environments.

Introducing METARACERX
We are METARACERX! We are a Racing NFT game that will enter the Metaverse in mobile game play and VR. We are a virtual play-toearn game that will be in future iterations will be played in the Metaverse.
Players can collect virtual cars, drivers, and car parts in this exciting new blockchain game. Each piece is a unique non-fungible token
and can be collected, traded, used, or sold individually. METARACERX already has some legendary vehicles, but a majority of the
collection will feature a wide variety of different car types. Players will have the ability to upgrade their cars using prodigy tokens
earned within the game.
Competitive racing will be a core element of METARACERX. Each car has its own unique characteristics. The factors in uencing the
car's performance are acceleration, grip, top speed, and luck. The rst iteration of the game will highlight races that are shown topdown and have a limited number of options in its rst release.
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How To Earn
Prodigy Token will be the currency of choice in METARACERX. Tokens can be earned for
a variety of tasks within the game including, races won, number of laps raced, races
completed, and a few other exciting challenges that will be part of future game releases.
Players can earn through:
Earning Prodigy Tokens
Risking Tokens

Airdrops

Ranking System

Winning Races

Attending Special Events

The “Play To Earn” (Play2Earn) concept refers to games that reward players for completing in-game
tasks. The reward may be in the form of cryptocurrency, NFT, or an increase in the value of the NFT
acquired. Play2Earn has demonstrated a great deal of future potential in the gaming industry.

PRODIGY TOKEN

What is Prodigy Token
A crypto token is a virtual currency token or a denomination of a cryptocurrency. It represents a
tradable asset or utility that resides on the blockchain and allows the holder to use it for investment or
economic purposes.
Like most blockchain companies these days, METARACERX will release its own token, Prodigy Token.
The prodigy token will be available on Pancakeswap. To use the token in the game, players must rst
connect it to the Binance network.
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The Prodigy token will be necessary for making purchases within the METARACERX game. Players will
be able to earn Prodigy tokens simply by racing! There is no need to win or even place! A mile in a
Grand Prix race is worth 0.15 tokens, while a mile in a Time Trial is worth 0.05 Prodigy. Earnings are
limited to 5 sessions per day per player

Token Speci cation
ID: Prodigy Token

Blockchain Network: BNB

Tokenomics: Total Supply 3 Trillion
Liquidity: 5% 150 Billion
Staking rewards 15%: 450 Billion
Marketing 5%: 150 Billion

Game Rewards
25%

Liquidity
5% Partners
5%

Total Supply: 3 Trillion

Team
5%
Marketing
5%

Partners 3%: 90 Billion

Airdrop
4%

Team 5%: 150 Billion

Community
6%

Token Function
In-game Currency

Metaverse Dev. 10%: 300 Billion
Community 3%: 90 Billion

Car Upgrades
Presale 20%: 600 Billion
Fuel and Gameplay
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Staking/Interest on Holdings

Airdrop 4%: 120 Billion
Game rewards 30%: 900 Billion

Presale
20%

Development
10%

Staking Reward
15%

A non-fungible token (NFT) is a non-transferable unit of
data stored on a blockchain, a type of digital ledger. NFT
data units of various types can be associated with digital
les such as photos, videos, and audio. NFTs differ from
blockchain cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin because each
token is uniquely identi able.
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Digital Artwork
Digital art is a popular application for NFTs. For example,
the word "Merge" by artist Pak was the most expensive
NFT with a price of $91.8 million, and Everyday: the First
5000 Days, by artist Mike Winkelmann (known
professionally as Beeple), was the second most
expensive auction at US $69.3 million in 2021.
Some NFT collections, such as EtherRocks and
CryptoPunks, are examples of generative art, in which
many different images can be created by combining a
variety of simple picture components.
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NFT Collection

NFT #4308

NFT #4309
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NFT Collection.2
CryptoKitties was a popular early blockchain online game
where players could adopt and trade virtual cats. The
monetization of NFT’s within the game generated a $12.5
million investment, with some kitties going for more than
$100,000 each. CryptoKitties was added to the ERC-721
standard, created in January 2018 due to its success (and
nalized in June). Morgan Stanley published a forecast in
November 2021 predicting that the NFT case use could
become a multibillion-dollar market by 2030.
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MRX Design
MRX will create 10,000 unique NFT’s stored and traded on
the Ethereum blockchain. Each NFT will be unique, with
various traits from racing, style, and performance. The
collection will be based on multiple base level vehicles with
hundreds of interchangeable traits spanning the entire
collection. The collection will feature hundreds of colors
and designs all with various options pulled from the
expansive and unique trait library. From exotic racing to
classic muscle car, the collection will provide something for
every race enthusiast.

NFT #4310

NFT #4311
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Minting
In simple terms, Minting a NFT refers to the process of turning a digital le into a crypto collectible or digital
asset on the Ethereum blockchain. As is the process of creating at coins, when a manufacturer mints a
physical coin, the process of uploading a speci c item onto the blockchain is known as "minting." The NFT's will
be available for minting on the METARACERX of cial website and metaverse ecosystem.

Staking
Owners of METARACERX NFT’s can stake their cars to passively gain income in the form of Prodigy tokens
(the of cial MRX Motorsport token) Staking involves transferring your vehicle to a smart contract, which will
be locked for at least 24 hours. Rewards will be calculated every 24 hours that a car has been staked.

Our Story
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METARACERX was the brainchild of two friends and their love for cars & racing games, like Tokyo Extreme
Racers & Need for Speed. So founders Jamell (JC) & Antwione took their combined skills & knowledge about
business & racing and have partnered with some of the best designers, animators, and developers in the
industry to begin the process of bringing that vision to life. The result is in the making is a thrilling and
addictive online racing experience, auto design, and graphics that will stand above any competitive product
out there and a roadmap that continues to build the METARACERX brand for years to come.

Roadmap
PHASE 1
Team Development
Project concepts and Discovery
Concept development and testing
Financial plan analysis
Communities and Discord
Website development
White paper

PHASE 2
Start Crowdfunding
(Crowdfunding Manager Stella Livaniou )

Design UI Game
Game content development
NFT Collection Concept phase
Launch All Communities

PHASE 5

PHASE 6

Token Audit
Token Launch
Release Game Beta Version
Public Launch of NFT
Test PvP, PvPvP, and PvPvPvP
ADD Prodigy Tokens to game

Finalize Staking Program
Announce game partnerships
Create Giveaways program
Version 1 Update Mobile Game

PHASE 3
Develop Ecosystem for investors
NFT creation pre-production
NFT Sneak peek
Demo app game version

PHASE 7
Implement Mobile Version
Begin Virtual Reality Version (VR)
Development : Purchase Land
Development of VR land Beta test
MRX VR Beta
Concept next iterations of game

PHASE 4
Start Whitelist
Solidify Collaborations with NFT
projects, Cryptos & Brands for MRX
Establish Racing Teams network
Begin Promotions, Giveaways and
Airdrops
Start Token creation

Follow us
Discord
https://discord.gg/r6XJXaDNy7
Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/
meta_racer_x/
Twitter
https://twitter.com/Meta_RacerX

